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K ABOCHA SQUASH
Also known as a Japanese pumpkin, this
squash has a dense and decadent flesh that is
enjoyably sweet, complimented by strong
notes of chestnut and molasses.

RED KURI SQUASH
Red kuri squash presents in a teardrop-shape
with vivid orange skin. The flesh is sweet and
nutty with a pleasantly dense texture that is
somewhat reminiscent of a kabocha squash.

#31640

#31760

S PAG H E T T I S Q UA S H
Spaghetti squash is famous for its light yellow
flesh that falls apart in spaghetti-like strands
when cooked. The flavor is mildly sweet and a
bit neutral, but offers a crisp and juicy palate
experience. 

ACORN SQUASH
Acorn squash has a fibrous internal texture,
thick skin, and pale yellow flesh. The flavor
experience is subtly sweet & nutty with muted
butternut flavor undertones. 

#31400

BLUE HUBBARD SQUASH
This funky blue, teardrop-shaped squash
is striking in appearance. It has lovely
smooth golden flesh and a flavor that is
sweet and complex. 
#32450

TURK’S TURBAN
This squash variety is often used as décor, due
to its bulbous multicolor look. Turk’s turban is
not the most flavorful or tasty squash by any
means, but it does work excellent as a serving
bowl.
#32050

#31700

C A R N I VA L S Q UA S H
Carnival squash have firm but light flesh that
is a pale orange. The flavor is driven by sweet,
nutty, and rich notes that intensify when
roasted. 
#31520

BUT TERCUP SQUASH
Buttercup squash is a winter squash that has
a dense, sweet, and creamy yellow-orange
flesh and is known to be one of the sweetest
squash varieties.
#32300

HONE YNUT SQUASH
At about only six inches in height, this little
squash boasts big flavor. The natural sweetness
of this squash’s bright golden-orange flesh
provides a rich, malt-like, caramelly flavor
experience.
#32405

CAL ABA Z A SQUASH
Calabaza squash are very popular in Latin
American cuisine. It has bright orange firm
flesh and a mildly sweet pumpkin flavor.
#32420

BUT TERNUT SQUASH
Prized for its yield and ease of processing,
butternut squash has thin edible tan skin
and a bright orange flesh. The medium
dense flesh has a uniquely sweet, nutty
butterscotch-like flavor.
#32400

SWEET DUMPLING SQUASH
Sweet dumpling squash has a juicy and sweet
orange-gold flesh that delivers flavors similar
to butternut, acorn, and sweet potato.
#31450
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D E LI C ATA S Q UA S H
This golden flesh squash is super easy to prep
and presents incredibly well on a plate. Hints
of sweet potato and mild butternut flavor are
accompanied by brown sugar-like undertones.
#31460
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